Dual discriminative local coding for tissue aging analysis.
In aging research, morphological age of tissue helps to characterize the effects of aging on different individuals. While currently manual evaluations are used to estimate morphological ages under microscopy, such operation is difficult and subjective due to the complex visual characteristics of tissue images. In this paper, we propose an automated method to quantify morphological ages of tissues from microscopy images. We design a new sparse representation method, namely dual discriminative local coding (DDLC), that classifies the tissue images into different chronological ages. DDLC in- corporates discriminative distance learning and dual-level local coding into the basis model of locality-constrained linear coding thus achieves higher discriminative capability. The morphological age is then computed based on the classification scores. We conducted our study using the publicly avail- able terminal bulb aging database that has been commonly used in existing microscopy imaging research. To represent these images, we also design a highly descriptive descriptor that combines several complementary texture features extracted at two scales. Experimental results show that our method achieves significant improvement in age classification when compared to the existing approaches and other popular classifiers. We also present promising results in quantification of morphological ages.